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a b s t r a c t

Two refractory high-entropy alloys with near-equiatomic concentrations, WeNbeMoeTa and
WeNbeMoeTaeV, were produced by vacuum arc melting. Despite containing many constituents both
alloys have a single-phase body-centered cubic (BCC) structure. The lattice parameters a¼ 3.2134(3)�A for
the quaternary alloy and a¼ 3.1832(2)�A for the quinternary alloywere determinedwith high-energyX-ray
diffraction using a scattering vector length range from 0.7 to 20�A�1. The alloy density and Vickers micro-
hardness were r¼ 13.75 g/cm3 and Hv¼ 4455 MPa for the WeNbeMoeTa alloy and r¼ 12.36 g/cm3 and
Hv¼ 5250 MPa for the WeNbeMoeTaeV alloy. The exceptional microhardness in these alloys is greater
than any individual constituent, suggesting the operation of a solid-solution-like strengthening
mechanism.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Metallic alloys with superior mechanical and functional prop-
erties remain in high demand for the aerospace industry. Conven-
tional alloys, especially for structural applications, are sometimes
considered a relatively mature technology. Typically, such alloys
have a base element that dominates the chemistry, accounting for
w80% (by weight) or more of the total formulation. Even superal-
loys, with as many as 12 elements in a single alloy, often contain
over 50% of the base element. Only in comparatively rare cases,
have superalloys with roughly 20% each of up to three transition
metal elements (Fe, Ni, Co, and/or Cr) been developed. This limited
scope of alloying strategymainly stems from the fact that ternary or
higher-order intermetallic compounds form unexpectedly in multi-
component alloys, generally after long-term exposure at elevated
operating temperatures. These new phases often have complex
crystal structures that do not support plasticity, and scavenge
desirable elements from the host phase. Formation of these
complex intermetallics typically heralds a reduction in mechanical
properties, corrosion resistance, and microstructure stability. This
long-held experience provides a strong disincentive for unneces-
sarily complex alloy formulations.

Within the past several years, a fundamentally new alloying
concept has been proposed [1e4]. Termed high-entropy alloys
(HEAs), these new materials are formed by combining n elements
of roughly equimolar concentrations. When n is large (typically
n� 5), the high entropy of mixing can stabilize solid-solution-like
phases with relatively simple crystal structures rather than forming
the conventionally expected complex intermetallic phases. Thus,
while these alloys may be compositionally complex, they are
microstructurally simple. Clearly, this concept offers a vast oppor-
tunity to explore, discover, and develop fundamentally new classes
of alloys for structural and functional applications. Alloying
element combinations previously perceived as objectionable due to
microstructure instability may now be a possibility, suggesting
completely new families of light metal alloys, high strength metals,
and high-temperature metals.

To date, high-entropy alloy research seems to emphasize alloys
based on the late transition metals such as Fe, Ni, Co and Cu. To the
authors’ knowledge, there have been no systematic efforts to
explore HEAs based primarily on refractory element constituents.
Since metallic alloys for high-temperature load-bearing structures
and thermal protection remain in high demand for the aerospace
industry, there is a clear rationale for exploring HEAs composed of
constituents with high melting temperatures. Therefore, this work
describes the development and characterization of two obvious
compositions of HEAs based on refractory elements. The first alloy
was chosen to contain equal concentrations of W, Nb, Mo, and Ta,
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while the second alloy was created by the addition of an equal
atomic percent of V to the same constituents.

2. Experimental procedures

WeNbeMoeTa and WeNbeMoeTaeV alloysdreferred to as
Alloy 1 and Alloy 2, respectivelydwere prepared at Pittsburgh
Materials Technology, Inc. (Jefferson Hills, PA) by vacuum arcmelting
of equimolar mixtures of the corresponding elements. High purity Ti
wasusedasagetter for residualgases in thehighvacuumchamber.W,
Mo, andVwere in the formof 45.7 mmdiameter rodswith a purity of
99.7%, 99.0%, and 99.9% (by weight), respectively, while Ta and Nb
were in the form of chips and had a purity of 99.0% and 99.99%,
respectively. The alloys were prepared in the form of buttons of
w10 mm thick andw60e70 mm in diameter. To achieve a homoge-
neous distribution of elements in the alloys, the buttons were re-
melted four times, flipped for each melt, and had a total time of over
1 h in the liquid state. The buttons had lustrous surfaces indicating no
oxidationoccurredduring vacuumarcmelting. Thefinal composition
of the alloys, determined by inductively-coupled plasma-optical
emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), is reported in Table 1. It should be
noted that the composition of each alloy is close to equiatomic. The
microstructureandproperties of thealloyswere studied in theas-cast
condition. The crystal structure was identified with the use of high-
energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction (MAR345 Image Plate Detector,
Advanced PhotonSource, ArgonneNational Laboratory). The samples
for X-ray diffractionwere in the form ofw0.75 mm thick plates. The
X-ray energy was 105 keV and the beam spot-size was
0.05� 0.05 mm. The scattering vector ranged from 0.7 to 20�A�1.

The density of the alloys was measured with an AccuPyc
1330V1.03 pycnometer. The pycnometer cell volume was
12.2284 cm3. The weight of the samples was from 10 to 15 g and
was measured with an accuracy of �0.0001 g, while the volume of
the samples was determined with an accuracy of �0.0001 cm3 by
measuring the free volume of the loaded cell using He gas and ten
purges.

Alloy microstructures were analyzed with the use of a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) equipped with both backscatter elec-
tron (BSE) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detectors.
Electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA) was conducted using
a Cameca SX100 micro-analyzer operating at an accelerating
voltage of 15 keV. The effective excitation volume at the sample
surface, from which the elemental composition was collected, was
w3 mm in diameter and w3 mm deep. Vickers microhardness was
measured on polished cross-section surfaces using a 136-degree
Vickers diamond pyramid under 500 g load applied for 30 s.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Crystal structure

X-ray diffraction patterns of the studied WeNbeMoeTa and
WeNbeMoeTaeV alloys are reported in Fig. 1a and b, respectively.
In these figures, the scattering vector length Q is plotted versus the
scattered X-ray intensity. The inter-planar spacing d is related to Q
by the relationship

d ¼ 2p=Q ¼ l=ð2 sin QÞ (1)

where l is the wavelength of the incident x-rays and Q is half the
scattering angle. All peaks on these X-ray patterns have been
identified with appropriate indices and are congruent with a single
BCC phase (Pearson symbol cI2). The large number of the X-ray
peaks provided high accuracy in determining the lattice parame-
ters, which were a1¼3.2134(3)�A for WeNbeMoeTa (Alloy 1) and
a2¼ 3.1832(2)�A for WeNbeMoeTaeV (Alloy 2). The different
relative intensities of the same peaks in the two alloys were most
likely due to apparent texture effects caused by the small number of
grains within the X-ray excited volume.

Formation of the BCC crystal structure in the two developmental
alloys was expected, as all five elements used to produce these
alloys have identical BCC crystal lattices. Moreover, these elements
also have similar atomic radii (see Table 2) and similar valence
numbers (6 for V, Nb and Ta and 5 for W andMo) [5]. Following the
Hume-Rothery rules, solid solutions are formed in binary systems
of these metals over a whole range of the concentrations (although
a TaV2 phase forms in the TaeV system below 1310 �C) [6]. The
lattice parameters of pure elements, taken fromRef. [7], are given in
Table 2. Using the rule-of-mixtures approach, a ‘theoretical’ crystal
lattice parameter, amix, of an alloy can be estimated:

amix ¼
X

ciai (2)

where ci and ai are the atomic fraction and the lattice parameter of
element i. The calculated amix for the studied alloys are given in
Table 2. The a values, determined by X-ray diffraction are also given
in this table. Within experimental error, the lattice parameter of

Table 1
Chemical composition (in wt.%/at.%) of two refractory alloys produced by vacuum
arc melting.

Alloy ID/element W Nb Mo Ta V

Alloy 1 36.0/27.3 15.2/22.7 17.8/25.6 31.7/24.4 0.0/0.0
Alloy 2 33.0/21.1 16.2/20.6 17.6/21.7 23.9/15.6 9.08/21.0

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the (a) WeNbeMoeTa and (b) WeNbeMoeTaeV
alloys. All peaks in the patterns belong to the same BCC crystal lattice and their indexes
are shown.
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